Keynote Topics
Complete Champions are the Masters of Fast
Learn their Professional Development SECRETS

Culture of Extraordinary: How to shift from Good to Great to
Extraordinary
Remember Good to Great? Today, it has shifted from Great to Extraordinary. Align this platform to the
right culture, and you develop something truly unique; a Culture of Extraordinary. You will understand
how to think and act differently as you push your people to the edges and boundaries of what might be
possible. You will embrace what it means to go beyond your best. Derek uses powerful, real-life sports
analogies in a unique, compelling and often hilarious manner that leaves audiences in awe. The US
Government has used this topic multiple times.

The Speed of Wow: How Fast Can You Get Fast?
If the speed of doing business continues to increase in the next 10 years; ask yourself, How Fast can
you get Fast? Derek takes you down the success road to understand the critical difference between
going fast and being fast. You will grasp how to remove the Speed Bumps that slow you down. You will
learn how to achieve trailblazing performance and why corporations sometimes struggle to emulate these
valuable traits. This topic has energized both male and female audiences from California to the Czech
Republic.

S.A.F.E.: The Crucial Balance between Safety and Speed
Having survived the hardest crash impact a driver had ever survived, Derek shares his near death
experience that led to a safety initiative in racing that continues today. Here you learn how his sport
continues to develop the safest high performance equipment and work environments; that has literally
saved lives. Understanding this, will empower your front line employees to make quick decisions, with
limited information, in compressed time frames. Learn how your team can make critical performance
gains by embracing intelligent risks, as it activates its own S.A.F.E. model (Speed, Agility, Framework,
Execution). No one remains emotionally neutral as they grasp his breathtaking global experiences.

